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PINK Japan Announces their continued promotion at the Internepcon Show
Tokyo, Japan – Oct 1, 2018 – PINK (www.PINK.de), the global leader in vacuum voidfree soldering, today announced that it will be exhibiting at the Internepcon Japan show
on January 16-18, 2019. Internepcon focuses on the high end SMT devices now becoming
more and more demanding through use in automotive, medical, aircraft/aerospace and
LED lighting applications. This is PINK’s 5th year to participate in this show.
PINK’s patented VADU technology enables customers to manufacture the highest voidfree devices in the world. Void-free is now highly demanded in industries that require
zero failure devices and high-power performance in their products. PINK will support the
show with their demonstration of the VADU 200, a production tool both manufacturing
and developers in providing the highest performance products. The VADU 100, our small
footprint, highly flexible small lot and R&D tool, and VADU 300, mass production
system, are equally suitable solutions to meet any customer needs.
INTERNEPCON also has market applications that suit PINK’s plasma tools and
expertise, PINK will also have information on our complete line of plasma systems.
PINK was founded in 1986 by Mr. Friedrich Pink and now is recognized as a global
leader in void-free soldering technology. The company is located in Germany and
specializes in custom designed vacuum technology. “We provide custom solutions for
vacuum soldering, sintering, plasma cleaning and etching, and heating and drying
applications which exceed our customer’s expectations”, said Dale Scholle, PINK Japan
President. The range of PINK’s markets and applications include: Power Devices
(Automotive, Train, Airplane, etc.), Lighting, Medical Devices, Aerospace, etc. They
support key applications in, Automotive, LEDs, Medical Sciences. PINK Japan K. K. is a
wholly owned subsidiary of PINK GmbH Thermosysteme in German.
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